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All the comfort you need in A product

90° oscillating silent function

Radialight inserts into the wide range of home and office heating and 
cooling OMNI, the most complete and versatile product, to ensure the 
highest level of comfort throughout the year. 

OMNI adapts naturally both to domestic and commercial spaces and 
creates the perfect atmosphere thanks to its several features - ventilation 
for spring, evaporative cooling for hot summers, thermal ventilation and 
humidification to heat your spaces and safeguard the air quality of your 
rooms.



OMNI is easily transportable 
thanks to the large top handle



Whether it is an office or your living room, the silent ventilation function 
is perfect for every space requiring air exchange as the summer 
approaches, to make the environment always healthy and comfortable. 

Thanks to its intuitive management of the functions through the touch 
display, OMNI is easy to use. 

The 90° oscillation allows you to position it discreetly in the middle of 
the room. The removable and washable filter retains dust particles and 
impurities, improving air quality. 

In the sweltering hot weather, the action of the evaporative cooler 
generates a flow of humidified and cool air, giving you a pleasant 
sensation of fresh relief.

Ideal ventIlatIon and aIR coolIng



OMNI heats a medium-sized room in 
less than 10 minutes



OMNI is perfect to heat quickly and effectively your rooms. With its 
large handle and a weight of only 6.5 kg it is easily transportable and 
extremely stable at the same time, thanks to its 27 cm wide base. It can 
therefore be used in your children’s bedrooms in total safety and taking 
up little space. 

OMNI offers 2 levels of heating power and an intelligent ECO function, 
adjusting automatically the switching on and off, according to the desired 
room temperature. The integrated timer allows the device to shutdown 
automatically at hourly intervals between 1 and 8 hours. 

In every season of the year, mantaining the correct humidification level is 
important to live and breathe with maximum comfort. To meet this need, 
OMNI has a rear water tank to improve the humidity level of the room 
and to prevent the air from drying out.

Warm and immediate comfort



radialight.com
For all the news about new products, the fairs  
we will attend and to download catalogs and 

manuals. Contact us directly to get the details of 
the nearest retailer.

ERMETE GIUDICI S.p.A.
Via Leonardo da Vinci 27 20090 Segrate (Milan) - Italy

Tel. +39 02 2139149/247 - Fax +39 02 2139732

4 products in 1: fan - evaporative cooler - fan heater - humidifier

Practical remote control included

Touch display easy to use

Timed function - 1, 2, 4 and 8 hours

3 speeds, 3 ventilation modes

ECO function (22 ° C 28 ° C) in fan heater mode

Automatic 90 ° oscillation

Power at 230V ~ 50Hz
Tank capacity
Fan speed
Air flux
Noise level 
Dimensions
Net weight
Packaging dimensions
Gross weight
1*20’GP/1*40’GP/1*40’HQ

50W - Fan / cooler  • 2000W - Fan heater
2 liters
5 meters per second
≈300 m3/h
≤55 dB
274x274x850 mm
6.5 kg
315x315x910 mm
8.1 kg
294/609/700 pcs
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Scan to get 
more info about 

OMNI

OMNI - THE IDEAL COMPANION ALL YEAR ROUND

DUST FILTER 90°
OSCILLATION

SILENT FUNCTION EASILY 
TRANSPORTABLE

AVAILABLE IN
MATTE WHITE

ECO
FUNCTION


